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Abstract: Transition of hydrogen electron through S-orbits has been studied. Energy levels and frequencies of the emitted spectral 

lines were computed through new simple atomic model. The equations assume that, the energy and frequency of the emitted lines of six 

known series are related to enclosed areas of successive orbits and proportionality constants. These constants are strongly related to all 

spectral lines in all series. The results found from this model will give abroad understanding of quantum mechanics principles.  
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1. Introduction 
 

The frequency of wave of electrons orbiting the hydrogen 

nucleus at the ground state was calculated (Chen, Jing 

2019). The result shows frequency the same as the value of 

light frequency corresponding to the ground state from the 

Rydberg’s formula. (Dadarao Dhone  ,2019) mentioned that, 

“ When an electron is excited by external energy, it reaches 

to light speed ejecting out the extra energy in the form of 

light radiations. Light is emitted from excited electron at 

speed 'c'; hence, the respective electron emitting light; must 

revolve around its nucleus at speed 'c'. Inside an atom, 

complete electromagnetic field in between orbiting electrons 

and the protons in the nucleus, is packed totally inside of an 

atom”. It can be stated that, starting from first principles and 

reviewing recent researches and results, this should lead to 

rethinking about atomic models and spectrum frequency in 

other ways.  

 

In this work, a new approach was followed. The transition of 

hydrogen electron was considered to be relevant the 

enclosed areas between S-orbits and the nucleus. The 

outermost diameter, 1S, is assumed to be one atomic unit 

length.  

 

2. Methodology 
 

The transition of the electron of the hydrogen atom is 

considered herein. In this atomic model, it is assumed that 

the S-orbits are arranged from 1S at the outermost shell with 

a diameter equals one atomic unit (a. u.). Inner shells with S-

orbits, the diameters are assumed to decrease in the 

following order, table (1).  

 

Table 1: Diameters of S-orbits in hydrogen atomic model 
Orbit 1S 2S 3S 4S 5S 6S 7S 

Dia. (a. u.) 1 1/2 1/3 1/4 1/5 1/6 1/7 

 

Consequently, the model assumes a series of concentric 

orbits for which the diameter reduces toward the nucleus 

axis. In other words, this model different from other models 

in the literature, as it is completely supposed the atom orbits 

are confined inside one unit diameter figure (1).  
 

 
Figure 1: S-orbits Around Nucleus with 1S Outermost Orbit 

 

When the electron is excited, transits from or to the nth s-

orbit, it is considered that δA, the enclosed area of the orbit, 

is the transited area. Consequently, the frequency, f, of the 

radiated spectrum is assumed to be proportional to the orbit 

enclosed area δA, with a proportionality constant Kf,  

 

f = δA. Kf                           . . . . (1) 

 

To examine the validity of this formula, the six well known 

spectrum series were tested. Namely, Lyman, Balmer, 

Paschen, Brakett, Pfund and Humphreys series (Casey Ray 

McMahon 2013). The known wave lengths in the series 

were considered to be dependent on the transition of the 

electron along the S-orbits. Given that, the relation between 

the frequency and wave length L, and the speed of light, C, 

the known equation 

 

f = c / L                               . . . . (2) 

 

Thus, the wavelength  

 

L = C / (δA. Kf)                       . . . . (3) 

L = C . KL/ δA                       . . . . . (4) 

Where KL= 1/Kf 

 

Another consideration is that the energy required for 

spectrum radiation is assumed to be related the charges of 

electron q
-
, and nucleus proton q

+
 and, As the area of the 

sphere formed by the orbit and Io the moment of inertia of 

that sphere. A constant of proportionality Ke is shown in the 

proposed formula.  

 

E = Ke * (q
+
. q

-
. Io)/ As . . . . . . (5) 

 

The energy to be given in eV, electron volt. TO examine the 

proposed formula, the energy levels in shells were computed 

with the corresponding radiated spectrum wave lengths for 

the previous six series.  
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3. Results 
 

The proportionality constants Ke and Kf were computed for 

energy levels and radiated spectrum frequencies in the series 

with the corresponding orbits enclosed area related to 

electron transition. The values of Ke, KL and Kf were found: 

 

Ke = 5.303 x 10
38

 eV/ (sq. a. u. C
2
) 

 

KL= 2.3873 x 10
-16

sec. (sq. a. u.)= 0.23873 femto second 

(sq. a. u.) 

 

Kf=4.1889x 10
15

1/ (sec. (sq. a. u.))= 4.1889 1/ femto 

seconds (sq. a. u.) 

 

Table (2) summarizes the ranges of model parameters and 

results computed for 10 S-orbits in the atomic shells, (1S to 

10S), in addition to 100S and 1000S orbits using the 

proposed equations above. Details of model simulation are 

shown in the appendix.  
 

Table 2: Ranges of model parameters 
Parameter Range 

Diameter (a. u.) 1 -1/1000 

Energy (joule) 2.180x10-18- 2.180x10-24 

Energy (eV) 13.61 - 0.000014 

Wavelength (nm) 91.15 -91151857.20 

Frequency. (1/sec) 3.291x1015- 3.291x109 

4. Conclusion 
 

Hydrogen electron excitation through s-orbits has been 

studied in addition to energy and frequencies of the 

spectrum lines were computed through newly developed 

atomic model in which atom orbits are confined inside one 

unit diameter. The equations based on the assumption that, 

the energy and frequency of the emitted spectral lines for the 

six known series related to enclosed areas by the S-orbits in 

the hydrogen electron transits. The constants are strongly 

related to all spectral lines in all series. The equations are 

quite simple. Energy values and frequencies are easily 

computed. This result will lead to search for more atomic 

and nuclear knowledge to investigate the structure of the 

atom and electron configuration.  
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Appendix 

 

Model Simulation Results 
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